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UM seeks funds for
Lubrecht station
By Jeff McDowell
Kaimin Legislative Reporter

•toN photo by Kyto Hamon

“SHE IS...” was performed by guest artists Joe Goode from New York and Ellen Cornfield
from St. Louis at the University Theater lest night. The performance continues tonight.

MontPIRG drives for support
By Janice Zabel
Kaimin Reporter

Only a MontPIRG button will
save people from being “ac
costed” by the groups* peti
tioners, said Julie Fosbender,
MontPIRG campus organizer.
Fosbender said the group will
continue to solicit signatures
for another week and a half.
The petition drive by the
Montana Public Interest Re
search Group began last
Thursday and as of Monday
night MontPIRG had acquired
2,500 signatures, Fosbender
said.
Fosbender, a senior in
political science, said that
MontPIRG would like to get at
least 1,000 more signatures.
MontPIRG originated the
petition drive in order to get

an indication of student sup
port. The drive was in respon
se to a bill introduced into
the Legislature by Rep. Fred
Thomas, R-Stevensville.
Thomas introduced the bill
to prevent MontPIRG and
similar non-profit organiza
tions from collecting money
during registration.
Currently, MontPIRG collects
a $2 waivable fee from each
student at registration. This
waivable donation system
originated in 1902 when
MontPIRG was created with
65 percent of the student
body’s approval.
Furthermore, according to
Fosbender, the MontPIRG by
laws state that if for two con
secutive quarters more than
50 percent of UM students
waive their MontPIRG fee,

then MontPIRG will cease to
exist.
Fosbender feels that money
Isn’t the real reason Thomas
introduced the bill. “Our
whole beef with the Board of
Regents is that they want to
criticize what we do, but they
can’t do that so they want to
get to us through our funding
system. I don't think they like
student advocates.”
Fosbender said that taking
away an organization’s power
by taking away its funds is a
common political tactic. “You
can't have a strong organiza
tion without strong funding,"
Fosbender said. “I think our
system is strong but fair. If
students don’t like It they can
opt out” and waive the fee at
registration.
See ‘MontPIRG’ page 15.

HELENA—The University of Montana presented Its funding
request for its Forest and Conservation Experiment Station
to the House Appropriations Education Subcommittee Thurs
day.
UM is requesting about $1.84 million over the next two
years to operate the station, Including about $1.41 million to
maintain Its current level of operation. In addition, $432,000
is requested to hire extra employees and to purchase equip
ment.
Gov. Ted Schwlnden has proposed allocating about $1.3
million to operate the station at its present level over the
next two years with no recommendation for additional
money. The legislative fiscal analyst has calculated a budget
figure similar to the Governor's.
UM Forestry School Dean Ben Stout told the committee
the experiment station Is Important because the timber In
dustry depends on It for research into forest management
practices and technological changes that will result In im
proved forest yields and more efficient lumber production.
The proposal was supported by Gareth Moon, retired state
forester, who complimented the station on its research Into
forest management and product use. The experiment station
is located at the Lubrecht Forest near Potomac, northeast of
Missoula.
Stout said the experiment station also studies wildlife and
recreation management because of their close relation to
timber management.
Stout also spoke on behalf of the State Council on Sci
ence and Technology, the Governor’s Ad Hoc Committee on
Forestry, the Blackfoot Forest Protective Association and the
Montana Forest Protective Association. Also supporting the
proposal were Gary Brown, the current state forester, Tony
Leon, Western Montana district land manager for Champion
International Corp., and Jim Richard, president of the Mon
tana Wildlife Federation, who also spoke on behalf of the
Montana Wildlands Coalition.
The committee questioned Stout at some length regarding
changes In budget allocations among personnel categories.
However, Stout told the committee that the budget for the
station for the last two years was prepared six months be
fore the 1983 Legislature and that the station's personnel
needs changed after It received its funding.
Stout also said the personnel changes did not affect the
purpose of the station and that the station actually spent
less money than was appropriated.
Rep. Gene Donaldson, R-Helena, subcommittee chairman,
said the committee probably will act on the proposal this
morning.

Student group seeks removal of MontPIRG fee
By Shawn Emerson
Kaimin Contributing Reporter

Students Against Forced
Funding, a recently formed
group, is mounting a petition
drive against the current fund
ing process of. the Montana
Public Interest Research
Group (MontPIRG). Presently
MontPIRG collects fees by
using a negative check-off
system on students’ registra
tion fee forms.
Jeff Even, spokesman for

the new group, said they will
have a table set up in the
University Center Friday in
order to collect signatures for
the petition.
Even, a first-year law stu
dent, said the group doesn't
oppose the ideology of Mont
PIRG. However, it doesn’t
think the MontPIRG fee
should be automatically added
to registration fees.
He said he doesn't like the
idea that students are consid

ered a member of MontPIRG
unless they say otherwise.
Also, Even said he opposes
making students waiver the
fee by signing a form at a
table when paying for classes,
which allows MontPIRG ac
cess to the names of students
not paying the fees.
Even said he suspects that
some students pay the fee
simply to avoid the trouble of
waiving.
The petition will be sent to

the Board of Regents in hope
that it will change the Mont
PIRG fee to a positive instead
of negative check-off, he said.
According to Even, the
Board of Regents rather than
the Montana Legislature has
the authority to change the
fee collecting policy.
Students Against Forced
Funding hopes to serve as an
umbrella organization that
represents other UM groups
who oppose the current fund

ing policy for MontPIRG. How
ever, because the group Is
mostly in the planning stages,
It hasn’t yet solicited the sup
port of other UM organiza
tions, Even said.
Tim Hovet, treasurer of the
College Republicans, said that
his group had not yet decided
whether to support the
petition, in the past,
members of the College Re
publicans have criticized the
MontPIRG funding system.

□ pinion
In the view of the average middle-class, American
kid, entering college is a rite of passage Most of us
are at least 18 when we get here—old enough to sign
contracts, get married or join the military. In other
words, adults, with the same rights and responslbllties
as other adults.
It is. therefore, somewhat frustrating to find that
there are some here who would like to monitor us the
way our high school teachers did. I refer to the im
position by some professors of an “absence policy” or
absence limitation: if you miss a certain number of
classes (anywhere from three to five, depending on the
number of credits the class is worth) your final grade
for the course is automatically dropped one letter
grade regardless of the quality of your work.
This practice is most common In foreign language
and English composition classes, but can be found in
all departments from business education to anthropol
ogy

Editorial
A university, however, is not an institution of manda
tory attendance. Those of us who choose to be here
do so of our own free will and pay good money for
the privilege. Some professors seem to forget this. If a
student does "A" work then that student should re
ceive an "A" for the course regardless of whether his
attendance level was 100, 50, or 10 percent.
There are, of course, students who will take advan
tage of an unlimited absence policy. Of those who do,
many will fail a course or two. Part of becoming a
responsible adult, however, is learning what our indi
vidual limitations are— deciding for ourselves how
many classes we can miss while still maintaining a
grade level which Is satisfactory.
It is a university's job to help teach us how to make
these decisions on our own. A good professor can be
a great help in this regard; but no professor has the
right to play surrogate parent.

Double jeopardy
On first consideration, the Junior Writing Exam may
seem like a good idea. However, besides being a pain
in the neck. It also results In a kind of double jeop
ardy for students.
Now that the general education requirements have
been beefed up—to the benefit of everyone—the writ
ing exam is superfluous since ail students, regardless
of their major, must take not only English composition,
but three other writing courses as well (a total of 9-15
credits).
A student who is able to pass four writing courses
must be able to write competent, grammatically correct
English. Not necessarily? OK, but whose fault is that?
It's true that some professors—or even entire depart
ments—grade papers and exams solely on the basis of
content. So a student could conceivably pass four writ
ing courses and still not be able to write proper Eng
lish. The student should not be punished for this. If a
professor chooses not to teach good grammar, or to
ignore bad grammar, then he or she should be held
responsible for this and not the unfortunate student
who took the course.
In fact, any student who passes four writing courses
and still can’t write deserves their B.S. on the basis of
B.S., and more power to them. And those who have
acquired the proper writing skills don't need to take
the exam to prove It.

Line ’em up
The UC Bookstore should have a cash-only line. No
one likes to stand in line behind someone who Is writ
ing a check for $174.85 worth of business ed books
when all the other person wants to buy Is a 21-cent
folder and a pack of cigarettes. The bookstore has at
least five cash registers, only two of which are ever in
use (except at registration time), so no one should
have to. Enough ukl.
D,b Scherer
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‘Notes from the Underground’—

By Bethany R. Redlin

5,4,3
They're at it again.
Having already obliterated the protections
afforded juveniles by the Fifth Amendment
(the right to due process of law before in
carceration). the Ntxon-Reagan majority on
the U.S. Supreme Court last week scored
another body blow to the Bill of Rights.
In the earlier decision, the court last sum
mer upheld a New York state law which
permits judges to incarcerate juveniles who
pose a "serious risk"' of committing another
offense before they've even been convicted
of the first
The decision may seem reasonable when
applied to known firebugs or thugs, but the
court chose not to restrict its ruling to only
juveniles who were accused of committing
serious crimes. Included among the 34
juveniles detained before trial in the New
York case were youngsters accused of such
minor offenses as setting up a game of
three-card monte or steeling a pair of
shorts
With the same air of restraint, the justices
went to work last week on the Fourth
Amendment. And once again, they picked
on the kids.
In a 6-3 vote, the court chose to suspend
the Fourth Amendment rights of American
citizens under 18 years of age in deference
to the teachers and administrators “freedom
to maintain order in the schools...."
The case involved a 14-year-old New Jer
sey high school student whose purse was
searched by school officials who suspected
the student of smoking in the bathroom.
During the search, school officials not only
uncovered the offending cigarettes, but also
a small amount of marijuana. An interroga
tion followed during 'vhich the girl admitted
selling marijuana to fellow students. School
officials promptly turned the matter over to
the police.

In Its decision, the court said public
school teachers and administrators do not
need court warrants nor the same justifica
tion (i.e. probable cause) police officers
need before searching a student, or anyone
else for that matter.
Justice Byron R. White, writing for the
court, noted searches of students are justi
fied “when there are reasonable grounds
for suspecting that the search will turn up
evidence that the student has violated or Is
violating either the law or the rules of the
school.”

Suspicion that a student may have violat
ed even the most trivial school rules are
therefore sufficient grounds for teachers
and administrators to conduct searches of
students. Students need not be suspected
of breaking the law at all. only of breaking
school rules which can Include anything
from minor dress code infractions to chew
ing gum in classl Of course, if anything ille
gal is discovered in the rummaging, that
evidence—under the new ruling—can be
used in court
One wonders if the cops, frustrated by
their own legal restrictions, might be temp
ted to circumvent them by prodding an oc
casional teacher to conduct a little "search"
to maintain order.
Of course, members of the majority at
tempted to cast their decision in such a
way as to imply that a student s right to be
free of unreasonable searches was not
being thrown over. Joined by the three dis
senters to last week's ruling, the justices
unanimously ruled in a separate decision
that school officials, like police officers,
must adhere to the Constitution's ban on
“unreasonable" searches and seizures.
The decision is laughable because the
court fails to acknowledge that it has redi
fined what constitutes an "unreasonable
search" for juveniles. Under that new defini
tion, students are subject to searches not
only for possible violations of the law, but
also for minor school infractions. Nor are
students in either instance accorded the full
protection of the "probable cause" clause of
the Fourth amendment as are all other
American citizens.
Perhaps sensing that they had gone too
far, the court cautioned school officials
against “excessively intrusive" searches. The
warning is apparently designed to discour
age strip searches of students, which have
occurred at some schools.
But after allowing school officials to freely
go through a student's locker, purse and
pockets, forcing them to disrobe seems
only slightly more intrusive.
Of course, school officials and the court
argue that the ruling does not condone and
will not produce random or punitive
searches. But when one considers that
some schools have gone so far as to strip
search students in the past with no court
ruling, the claims of those officials are
hardly reassuring to the average high
school student.

Forum
BLOOM COUNTY

Doonesbury

by Berke Breathed

collegiate crossword

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
(c) Edward Julius

ACROSS
1
6
11
12
14
15
17
18
20
21
22
24

25
26
28
29
31
33
34
35
38
42
43

46

Collegiate CW84-12

Jg William ------

Burns
50
Laughs loudly
51
Alpine abode
Fly
53
City in Spain
54
Destructive ones
Cooking fats
55
Baseball abbrevi
ation
57
Dravidian tongue
Black birds
59
—— ‘s throw
60
1970 batting champ.61
62
------ Carty
------ Rita
Texas sight
(2 wds.)
Tuck's partner
1
Fit as food
2
Refresh, as a room
Oahu wreaths
3
Egyptian god
4
— sign
5
School assignments 6
Before, in poetry
7
Jack of nursery
8
rhyme, and family
9
—— de vie
10

December songs
Arrived
Word in Bogart
phrase
Actress Hagen
Examined before
robbing
Legume used for
forage
Garden flower
(2 wds.)
Sea nymph
Wandering
College buildings
Sailors

DOWN
Ancient vehicle
"------ Across the
Table"
Woeful word
In the -----Surprises
Gulch
Egg cells
Grammatical taboo
Detecting device
Power to endure

11
13
14
16
19
22

23
26
27
30
32
34
35
36
37
39
40
41
44
45
48
50
52
54
56
58

Skulls
Draw out
Show anger
Math ratio
Item for Itzhak
Perlman
Steel-making
element
Those who Make
others happy
West Indies magic
Bounds' partner
Miss MacGraw
Greek letter
Clergymen
Letters, in Athens
State whose capital
is Salem
Put off
Uses logic
Least feral
Glove material
Gun shots
Profit
Spanish book
Gem weight
At no time (poet.)
Mr. Yastrzemski
Goal
Period
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Get Away
THE MANSION
MARSHALL* SKI AREA

"Ski Marshall at Night"
Experience Night Skiing at Its Best —
Fun and Exhilarating on Lit Slopes
TUESDAY-SATURDAY 4:30-10 PM
Students Ski All Night Only *6.00 with valid ID

Ask about our Special "Ski Parties”
5250 Marshall Canyon Road

Discounts for Groups

258-6619

STRAWBERRY daiquiris
MARGARITAS

I

oo

Friday and Saturday—4:30-2 a.nr.'
*"102 BEN HOGAN
72B-5132

4 miles East on Highway 200)
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Forum
Resistance
EDITOR: The Kaimln article
on the Pledge of Resistance
(Friday, Jan.11) presents a
dismal picture of a peace ef
fort that has In fact generated
impressive support across the
country. The reporter wrongly
suggests that I regard local
response as “minimal” (not
my adjective). I do not.

Since our first organizing
meeting in late November, we
have gathered the pledges of
approximately 300 people, 81
of whom have expressed their
intention to commit nonviolent
civil disobedience if the
United States invades a Cen
tral American country. By De
cember, more than 10,000
people had pledged national
ly. I do not consider this a
minimal response. As I
pointed out during the inter
view, we are not merely ask
ing for people's signatures but
for a pledge to act -in some
instances to break the law
and risk fines and imprison
ment. During the interview I
also mentioned (in response
to the question. Why don't
you have more signatures?)
that several people seemed to
regard the Pledge effort as
“melodramatic” or "alarmist” I
thought those were Interest
ing, if misguided, responses; I
did not expect them to be
come the cornerstone for the
article. Most of the informa
tion I presented was quite
positive; it certainly did not
get equal time.
I continue to regard the

Pledge of Resistance as an
exciting
and
foresighted
grassroots organizing tactic. It
offers those opposed to U.S.
military intervention in Central
America an opportunity to be
come organized and visible
before an invasion occurs. On
Nov. 28, two months after this
effort began elsewhere around
the nation, Caspar Weinburger said the U.S. government
must be cautious about “em
ploying its military forces” be
cause their use In other coun
tries could "surely plunge us
headlong into the sort of do
mestic turmoil we experienced
during the Vietnam War." (Be
cause many of us recall fed
eral harassment of war pro
testers during the Vietnam
era, the Pledge organizers are
not sending the names of
pledgees to the Administration
-as indicated in the Kaimin only tallies of the numbers
who signed).
In a recent interview, John
Stockwell (the highest ranking
CIA officer ever to leave the
agency and “go public”)
stressed the importance of
grassroots organizing efforts.
"The heavies in the Defense
Department, the CIA, the ad
ministration and the right wing
of the Congress... can be
chilled if they see public opin
ion turning against them.” Cit
izen organizations “do have
the capability to stop it if they
can work hard enough and
get enough people sensitized
to the horror of what's being
done."
The Pledge of Resistance

FREDERICK’S
TRIVIAL PURSUIT
CLASSIC A TOURNAMENT
Sunday, January 27, 1985 at the
Village Red Lion Motor Inn
ENTRY FEE $20.00
(Includes Free Luncheon for All Contestants)
GRAND PRIZE—Round trip for two to Hawaii, includes air
fare from Missoula plus 5 days in a luxury hotel in Honolulu.
2nd PLACE—Curtis Mathes Video Cassette Recorder.
3rd PLACE—Deluxe accommodations for two at the Village
Red Lion Motor Inn plus dinner and drinks.
4th PLACE—Dinner and drinks for two at the Village Red Lion
Motor Inn.
5th PLACE—A Trivial Putsuit game.
6th PLACE—Sunday brunch for two.

Pick up rules and entry forms from these spon
soring businesses—KYLT Radio, Village Red
Lion Motor Inn, Squire’s Olde English Pub, Cur
tis Mathes.

OR

offers a well-organized and
visible strategy for turning ad
ministration policy around.
Pledge forms are available in
the SAC office, and nonvio
lence training sessions will be
offered in the weeks to come.
Check the SAC office and
around Missoula for times
and location.
Suzanne Aboulfadl
Post-Baccalaureate,
Social
Work
Co-Chair, Montanans for
Peace in Central America

Appi a use
EDITOR: Hurrah for Bradley
S. Burt! I can only applaud
people like him who stand up
for what Is right despite the
flack that will result from tak
ing such a position.

When he compared abortion
in the U.S. to Nazi Germany, I
couldn't help but see the par
allels. The use of Jewish flesh
for lamp shades, unorthodox
scientific experiments, and
firewood was appalling, but
after reading an article entit
led,“101 Uses For a Dead (or
alive) Baby,” by Olga Fairfax,
the preceding comparison
seems unfair to the Nazles.
After having read this article, I
must say that I was amazed
at the financial possibilities
awaiting the owner of some
non-living, baby resembling
material. As I proceed, I will
abbreviate It (NL.B.R.M.) to
ease the conscience of my
fellow American patriot out
there. (Note to the owner of a
NL.B.R.M.).

Before conception, the
magical transformation of your
(NL.B.R.M.) Into a living
human, you might want to
consider the following pros
pects. Did you know that ba
bies,
excuse
me,
(NL.B.R.M.'s), are sold at $25
a batch or up to $5,500 a
pound (quite a bargain for the
up and coming investor.) You
may be asking yourself, “How
can I get a return like that on
my Investment?" First you can
take your (NL.B.R.M.) and
convert it's amniotic fluid or
collagen into the cosmetic of
your choice. Maybe you don’t
want to risk beautifying with
the same (NL.B.R.M.) that you
have
yourself
cultivated.
That’s O.K.; there are other
ways. Consider selling your
(NL.B.R.M.) to a drug compa
ny or maybe to the nut who
enjoys making paper weights
out of them. Hey, I know what
you're thinking. “I'm a moral
person; I can't profit from the
misfortune of a (NL.B.R.M.).”
There is, thank God, another
way. Just donate your
(NL.B.R.M.) as a “tax deduct
ible contribution” to one of
our National Institutions of
Health. A little background on
their
past
uses
of
(NL.B.R.M.'s) might help you
decide
A report from the New Eng
land Journal of Medicine stat
ed that “tissue cultures are
obtained by dropping still-liv
ing babies into meat grinders
and homogenizing them.”
Twelve babies were delivered
by C-section and kept alive

for months in order to study
their severed heads. Of
course, the supposed “stud
ies” above required live ba
bies rather then Just plain
(NL.B.R.M.'s). Apparently, the
mother who aborts has no di
rect control over what hap
pens to the dead body. But in
actuality, she has everything
to do with it and so do we.
Let’s not let our attitudes on
human preservation resemble
those of Nazi Germany.
Kevin Graham
Junior, Pre-Phyalcal Therapy

Real goal
EDITOR: How do you kill a
program or stop an organiza
tion? The answer is simple:
cut its funding.
Could that be the motive
behind the recent attacks on
MontPIRG? No one has
criticized the work MontPIRG
does openly. The attacks have
all come at the way Mont
PIRG is funded.
Everyone knows that any
program
or
organization
needs strong funding to be
effective. Could it be that certain individuals would prefer
that MontPIRG not exist? ft
seems that way.
I think MontPIRG is too
valuable for students to lose.
Let's not let anyone kill the
organization. Let's not let any
one hide behind the guise of
protecting students when their
real goal is to get rid of the
organization by cutting its
funding
Andrea Olsen
Senior, Liberal Arts

MILLER HIGH LIFE

KING KAN” WRIST
WRESTLING CONTEST
Saturday January 26 at 3:00 p.m
at the

BOARD ROOM LOUNGE
$5.00 Entry Fee (per weight class)
All winners receive cash prize
plus entry fee refund

Tickets may also be purchased at the door.

Please call for a reservation if you intend to play
so that we may assure you of
tournament seating.

GENUS EDITION
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Trophies awarded to winners
For more info call

721-5987

Pre-registration advising sessions begin next week
By Liz Deters
Kaimin Reporter

The days of waiting In lines
at registration, only to discov
er that classes are cioeed,
may be over. The pre-reg
istration process, which may
eliminate the long lines and
closed classes, will begin with
a two-week advising period.
Each department will handle
the advising process differ
ently but it will take place
Jan. 30 to Feb. 12.
The School of Business has
approximately 1,600 majors
and there are 30 faculty aidvi
sors. Bruce Budge, chairman
of the acccounting and fi
nance department, said each
advising faculty member will
select three half-day periods
for advising and students will
sign up for specific 15 minute
periods.
Budge said this system will
“handle most of the students”
and the chairs of the business
departments will pick up the
extras and help out if some
one falls behind scheduling.
Sid Frissell, associate dean
for the School of Forestry,
said the school has tentative
plans to set aside Feb. 2 and
Feb. 3 for advising. Frissell
said students will sign up for
appointments or come in
whenever they can. Frissell
said any plan changes will be
posted in the Forestry Build
ing and on the fourth floor of
the Science Complex. There

ARE YOU READY
FOR

Red Pie
Deluxe
PIZZA

are approximately 600 forestry also sign up for a specific
students and 24 advisors.
time in order to get the re
The department of computer quest approved.
science has approximately
Wes Shellen, chair of the
400 majors and seven faculty department of interpersonal
advisors. According to Qene communication, said they will
Schledermayer, the chair of have a “mass advising” sesundergraduate advising, advis
ing will be done on Feb. 5
and Feb. 6. Schledermayer
said the faculty advisors are
"very conscientious about ad
vising. We're proud of our ad (CPS)
vising program—very proud.”
A new divorce law which
entitles Californians to reim
Charles Hood, dean of the bursement of money spent to
School of Journalism, said put their husband or wife
advising will tentatively be through college promises to
done on Saturday, Feb. 9. make education costs part of
Hood said all advisors will be divorce settlements in other
in from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and states and keep the California
will try to handle the bulk of court system busy for some
the advising in 15 minute ap time, experts say.
pointments.
The law, which went Into ef
Students will sign up for ap fect Jan. 1, says In divorce
pointments with the journalism settlements a spouse has a
secretary and can request a right to be repaid— with in
particular advisor. Hood said terest—for money spent to
they will try to assign the stu put his or her spouse through
dent to the advisor he re college.
As many as 150 pending di
quests unless the advisor al
vorce settlements in California
ready has too many students.
The secretaries, teaching alone could be affected by
assistants and visiting lectur the new law, one attorney esers will be assisting the nine timates.
faculty advisors with the 350
At the same time the lew
students In radio-television
went into effect, the California
and journalism, Hood said.
Supreme Court set a judicial
The department of English precedent when it ruled a
has 20 advisors to advise 200 woman who put her husband
students. According to Henry through medical school could
Harrington, the English advi- recover 50 percent of the
Isor, students will sign up for money, plus interest, following
, |15 minute periods during the her divorce.
itwo-week period.
In her divorce suit, first filed
Harrington said students in 1979, Janet Sullivan asked
the
court to force her former
who wish to take an English
'Course that requires the con- husband, Mark Sullivan, to
jsent of the instructor must repay all money she paid for

PLUS
100%
WHOLE MILK
MOZZARELLA
CHEESE
CALL

NOW HERE!

THE
LONG RIDERS

COUPON!
Get a 10% discount off
2100 Stephens
regular price, or take
(South Center)
advantage of our V.I.P.>
Specials when you get our
Student I.D. Card. Now
'/2 price with this
.
ad, just $2.50!

721-7757
A

To reserve your
machine, call

728-6677
Open 10-9:00 p.m.
Sunday noon-8 00 p.m.

^morino
. ...«. ^*ros- OPEN
1801 Brooks
EVERY
♦■11

PM

are six faculty advisors for the
190 students in the depart
ment of interpersonal commu
nication.
Students can check with
their departments to find out
the specific plans for advising.

Divorce law includes education costs

Delivered Free
EIGHT GREAT
TOPPINGS

sion on Feb. 4 and Feb. 5. All
of the faculty will work in one
area and students will report
there for advising. Shellen
said this way they will be able
to “keep tabs on what classes
are being demanded.” There

(Explm 2 »86)

Mark's education as well as a
share of his future earnings
as a physician.
The court—like the new
state law—failed to address
the issue of future earnings,
but did rule Janet Sullivan
should be partially reimbursed
for the money she invested In
her husband's education.

“The California law and
court ruling follow what has
been happening In many
court cases around the country In the last several years,"
notes B.J. Anderson, of the
American Medical Associa
tion's (AMA) legal division.
“The majority of jurisdictions
have pretty much gone the
same way (as the California
Supreme Court ruling),” she
says, although no other states
have passed laws for repaying
a spouse's education costs.
At the same time, “Califor
nia is noted for unique court
rulings and legislation, and
what happens there won't
necessarily have any effect on
the rest of the country,”
points out Tom Jones, execu
tive director for the National
Organization on Legal Prob
lems in Education.
Similarly, “the California Su
preme Court, because It's a
state court, really has no

bearing on federal law,” he
says. “If It were a federal dis
trict court ruling (the Sullivan
case) would have much wider
implications.”
And while other courts are
forcing divorced people to
repay each others' education
costs, Jones says, many
courts are still ruling that
such expenses are "not divisi
ble upon divorce, and are
personal to the holder.”
Still, the AMA’s Anderson
notes, "we think (spousal reimbursement) Is a good, fair
system, and much more advantageous than having the
physlcan or other professional
pay 50 percent of all future
earnings to a spouse.”
Indeed, whether a divorced
spouse is entitled to a share
of the future earnings an edu
cation could bring remains
largely unresolved, and will
have to be dealt with through
other legislation and court de
cisions, she says.
Such questions rarely come
up when a couple gets mar
ried or when one of the two
is in school, Anderson says.
"Most married people are a
little reluctant to sit down and
figure out how they would
deal with things when they
get divorced,” she notes, “and
understandably so."

WANTED:
A few good
students for
UM advocates
Applications available
at the Alumni Center
Due January 31,5 pm

NK3HT
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Entertainment
The Winter Dance Concert: some very special extras
By Rob Buckmaster
Kaimin Entertainment Editor

There are some very special
"extras** about the Winter
Dance Concert that plays to
night and tomorrow night at 8
p.m. in the University Theater.
First, there are three guest
choreographers who will
present pieces. And second,
one of those pieces will be
performed In New York City
later this year.
Joe Goode, who is organiz
ing the concert, Is the Dance
department's current resident
guest artist. Qoode, a pro
dancer for 14 years, Is from
New York, where he worked
with such notables as Twyla
Tharpe and Martha Graham.
He now makes his home In
San Francisco— that Is, when
he’s not a guest artist.
These days, a dancer can
only make a good living if he
gets grants and works at
schools throughout the United
States. Goode said. And that
is what brought him to the
University of Montana.
Being a guest artist lets you
work with students as well as
actually "do choreography,"
according to Qoode. A dancer
can "get by" working in a
professional dance troupe, but
a fellowship allows a choreog
rapher the time and money to
focus on pieces he wants to
develop.
Goode is previewing one of
his latest works, "Text and
Subtext," at the Winter Dance
Concert this weekend. This
piece is about taking scripted
material and juxtaposing ges
tures to it. In order to create
abstract dance movement. “It
is not just danced emotion,
though. One informs the
other,” Goode said.
Qoode will take this dance,
along with the UM students

who perform in it, to New
York later this year. “Text and
Subtext" will be part of a pro
fessional concert that Qoode
Is arranging there.

Cornfield’s “Boxing”

The funding for that concert
will come in part from an
award Goode just received.
The National Endowment for
the Arts recently named him
the 1985 recipient of the indi
vidual Choreography Fellow
ship Qrant. This sizeable
award is an honor most cho
reographers would like to win,
Goode said, especially in
these days of reduced funding
for the arts.
Goode considers the grant
“quite a coup" on his part. It
means that NEA finds his
work interesting enough to
give him money to pursue it.
Two of Goode's other pie
ces will also be performed at
the concert. His solo, "I’m
Sorry,” focuses on the many
different aspects of sorrow
and is highlighted by Brenda

Lee's famous song of the
same title. Goode performed
this at the Olympic Arts Festi
val last year In Los Angeles.
“She Is...” Is Goode's other
piece. This duet will be danc
ed in collaboration with an
other UM guest artist, Ellen
Cornfield, who is quite a ce
lebrity in modern dance cir
cles in New York.
In addition, Cornfield is of
fering two other works: a
comic
dance,
"Cartoon
Stops,” and her solo "Boxing
with Light.” Cornfield flew in
from St. Louis just for the
concert; she left UM last
quarter to become a guest
artist at Washington Univer
sity.
A dance by the third guest
artist, Ruth Barnes, is also
premiering this weekend.
Barnes too was here last
quarter and has since left
Missoula. But before she left,
she choreographed “Woody's
Suite,” a salute to the late
master of American folk
music. Woody Guthrie. The
dance will feature UM stu
dents.
Finally, Cindl Reather will
present her comic dance
“Pass Me By,” which is her
senior project in the Dance
program.
Admission to the concert is
$3 for students and seniors,
and $4 for the general public.
Call 243-4581 for ticket infor
mation.

ALL STOCK 20% OFF
(ONLY WITH THIS COUPON)

Birkenstock Sandals, Frye Boots
Belts, Purses, Wallets, Everything!
COUPON

(HidogjSolo ) COUPON

236 N. HIGGINS • Downtown • 549-0666

BROUGHTON’S
(Formerly Jerry’s)

is having a
party weekend

More drama
“Mass Appeal”
and
“Agnes of God” are being
held over for an extra
week in the Masquer
Theatre. The decision was
made when ticket sales
went through the roof dur
ing the first week of the
two-week run.
“Agnes” will run two
extra nights, January 30
and February 1. “Mass Ap
peal” will run for three
extra
performances—on
January 29 and 31 and
February 2. Reservations
can be made by calling
243-4581.
Call early, because tick
ets are already selling very
quickly for the third week.
Some people just can't get
enough.

Photo by GoroM KMng. MS

JOE GOODE'S Text and Subtext* Is going to NYC

Live Music
by The Outriders
9 p.m. - 2 a.m., Friday and Saturday

Sunday, February 3—8 pm
Missoula Sheraton Ballroom
$2—Students
$3—Gen. Admission
(ID Required)
Finalists from the Local
Comedy Shop Will Perform!
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*2.00 off the famous 6-shot
Double Scorpion 8 p.m.-lO p.m.
Saturday only

“Come Try It, if You Dare”

BROUGHTON
’S
(Formerly Jerry’s)
HIGHWAY 10 WEST
543-3539

When you are warned, you must listen
By Tom Kipp
K«lm<n Reviewer

The Fourth Man
Directed by Paul Verhoeven
Starring Jeroen Krabbe
Crystal Theatre, Jan. 25-31
Grade: A
Catholics and homophobes
beware! The Fourth Man Is
the sort of movie that would
have headed an index in the
not-so-distant past. Fact is,
it’s positively glorious in Its
subversive use and abuse of
primal scenes and cherished
icons.
A spider devours her mate
in a post-coital frenzy. How
primal can you get?! By the
end we have the most gawdawful castration scene in
many years and enough hide
ous accidents to fill a pathol
ogy textbook. So far, so
good.

Review

tlon of paranoia as well as
anything I’ve ever seen.
The lust Gerard feels for
Herman sets up a rather
novel situation—the writer
gets the beautician and stays
around to make a pass at her
hypermacho
lover
In
Christine's family mausoleum,
in full view of urns containing
her deceased hubbies. It’s
just about the most explicit
male/male blow-job you’ll see
In a film this year.
Each of Gerard’s hallucina
tions and a number of other
clues as well (the numb spot
on her back, the footage of
“the accidents”) suggest that
Christine is a “spider” devour
ing her mates. Gerard goes
more that a little Insane when
Herman is impaled on metal
bars in the seat next to him,
and who’s to say he's wrong?
Not me, anyway.
The point of The Fourth
IMan is the pure enjoyment to
be gleaned from the figuring
from the glorious ambi
out,
<
guity of it all. It’s a gleaming, GERARD REVE IN “THE FOURTH MAN”: with Mother Mary at his side, “All science Is
perverse treasure trove and Catholic. What a cesspool!” The film Is playing at the Crystal Theatre through Thursday,
the best time I’ve had at the January 31.
movies in months.

The crux of all these microcataclysms is an oh-so-notorious Dutch writer named Gerard Reve (Jeroen Krabbe), a
guy whose life has become a
drunken, impoverished drag.
Even his boyfriend is hostile
toward him.
But our hero “gets lucky”
(in the Loverboy sense). At a
lecture, he meets the londly,
mysterious and oh-so blonde
Christine Halsslag (Reneem
Soutendijk), a beautician with
a husband problem. You see,
she’s had three in rapid suc
cession, each kicking off in a
perversely funny “accident”
The chilliest part is,
Christine’s got film of all three
demises, combined with foot
age of the weddings. So when
Gerard blurts out, "What a
cesspool!” during a wildly in
ventive scene in which he
screens the stuff, you feel a
twitch. And he wonders who’s
next He soon suspects that
it’s either Christine’s current
lover, Herman, for whom Ger
ard is lusting, or himself.
The Fourth Man Is rich with
visual puns and amazing vi
gnettes. Special mention must
be made, however, of the use
of hallucinations in setting up
the action. There are at least
six such episodes, each de
lineating another step in Ger
ard’s descent toward mad
ness. These interludes are
amazingly well integrated in
the film and so powerful that
they linger in the mind for
days afterward.
Whether Reve (who looks
like a demented cross be
tween Mel Gibson and Fred
Gwynne) is murdering his
boyfriend, exploring the eerie
innards of the Hotel Bellevue,
feeling up what he thinks is
Herman nailed to a cathedral
cross or even watching
Christine slice off his penis
with large silver shears, or
not, the sequences communi
cate the terror and dlsorienta-

I

Last Chance * Save Money

STUDENT
DISCOUNTS
Mon., Tues., wed.
s6.00 Per Couple

for private hot tubs and use of
/full facilites with validated student ID
—

j

V)

(Offer Expires February 22. 1985)

Woodrush Spa — 127 N. Higgins
721-S117

Don’t miss your chance
to score in your new
Levi’s 501
from Hart Albin.
Sale price

$14.99
January 22-27
Mon.-Fri. 10-9;
Sat. 10-6; Sun. 12-5

721-3500

Basement Blowout
BOOK SALE
30 — 40 — 50%
ON NEW SELECTED TITLES
Fiction ★ Cookbooks ★ Guides
Classics ★ Esoterica ★ Poetry

1985
Calendars
40% Off
549-2127

Now in Paper

Miles from

FREDDY S
FEED AND READ

Nowhere
1221 Helen

Southgate Mall • 549-5216

Get Your Catbuster
Shirts for the Game

$2.00 OFF
CATBUSTER SHIRT
This coupon not valid with any
other offer

Expires February 2, 1985
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Sports
No keys, Monty just wants good, solid basketball against Weber
By Eric Williams
Kaimin Sport* Reporter

The University of Montana men's basketball
team hits the road this weekend against confer
ence foes Weber State and Idaho State.
The Weber State matghup has been tabbed as
the main Big Sky game so far this season as UM
is 4-0 and Weber is 3-1 in conference play.
Head Coach Mike Montgomery said “the key
for us is to not let any one thing be a key.” He
said that means the 16-2 Grizzlies will have to
play solid defense and “not let anyone have an
uncharacteristically big game."
Montgomery said any of Weber's starters, par
ticularly 7-foot center Shawn Campbell, forward
Randy Worster and guard Charles Carradine, are
capable of having an explosive game.
The game pits two of the Big Sky's winningest
coaches In Montgomery and Weber's Neil McCar
thy. In his nine years at Ogden, McCarthy has
averaged 20 wins a season and Montgomery
owns Montana's best winning percentage at 65.7
percent going into this year.
Montgomery said with six talented seniors, in
cluding his son Aaron, McCarthy and the Weber
staff "have got to feel that this is their year." He
added that people in the Ogden area are “talking
that this is their best team ever ”
Weber has run off a 12-4 record including wins
over Brigham Young, Southwestern Louisiana and

New Mexico State.
Montgomery said Weber's front line is very
physical and matches up well with UM’s Larry
Krystkowiak and Larry McBride. He said that Mc
Bride has been playing with a lot of confidence
lately and going agaist Campbell will be a good
test for him.
McBride, who scored a personal season-high
20 points last week against Northern Arizona, will
have to play about 30 minutes, six over his aver
age, to give Montana a chance against Weber,
Montgomery said.
Krystkowiak, who has been busy posing for
pictures and answering questions for a photogra
pher and reporter from Sports Illustrated this
week, has hit for over 18 points in 16 of the last
18 games, and has pulled down over eight re
bounds in 26 of the last 29 Grizzly contests.
Montgomery said the team must guard against
an emotional letdown for the Idaho State game.
“You can’t, say, lose by one at Weber and play
well and then play poorly at Idaho State and lose
by one. It just doesn't make sense.”
He added that although ISU is 0-3 in the Big
Sky, they started the conference with three road
games. They lost to Weber, Northern Arizona and
Nevada-Reno. Montgomery said “a lot of Big Sky
teams would be 0-3 opening like that.”
The Bengals are led by 6-foot-4 senior forward
Nelson Peterson who is fourth in the league in

scoring at 15.6 points a game and hands out 3.1
assists. Peterson was recently convicted on theft
charges after stealing from the ISU bookstore.
ISU Is second worst in the Big Sky in both
scoring and scoring defense, canning 74.2 points
and allowing 72.7 a contest.

UM sk iers home
The University of Montana ski teams' annual
home race will be held this Friday, Saturday and
Sunday. Alpine events will be at Snowbowl and
the Nordic competition will be at Lolo Pass.
Teams competing will be: College of Idaho,
Boise State. Idaho state, Idaho, Whitman College,
Gonzaga, Washington State. Eastern Oregon and
Montana.
The UM women's individual 7.5 kilometer team
has placed second in the races at Bogus Basin
in Idaho and Anthony Lakes Oregon and their
Nordic relay team has taken a second and third.
The women's slalom team copped third place
in both meets and the giant slalom team paced
third once.
The men's team took fourth place in the
slalom, giant slalom. Nordic relay and the 15 kil
ometer events at both races. The same teams
competing at this weekend's meets were at the
previous races

February Movie Review
TIMOTHY HUTTON
CAPTURES
NEW YORK CITY
IN “TURK 182!”
Academy Award winner Timothy
Hutton plays a very new kind of
hero in “Turk 182!” As the fighting
mad, hip and resourceful Jimmy
Lynch, he sets out to prove you can
battle City Hall to right a wrong. His
older brother, a firefighter, is injured
while saving a child from a burning
tenement. But since he was off-duty
and having a drink in the local bar,
an uncaring city bureaucracy has
refused him a pension.

Crusader Excites City
When the mayor is too busy running
for re-election to hear his case, Jim-

TIMOTHY HUTTON (right) is Jimmy
Lynch and ROBERT URICH (center) is his
big brother Terry in this rousing adventure
drama.

FEBRUARY MEANS ‘MISCHIEF”
FOR MOVIEGOERS

TIMOTHY HUTTON stars in “TURK
182!" as Jimmy Lynch, a young man whose
crusade to redeem his brother’s reputation
rallies an entire city to his side.

my Lynch takes matters into his own
hands. Using only his wits; Jimmy
sets out to prove that you can fight
City Hall, and the entire city rallies
behind the mysterious crusader
known as Turk 182.
Hutton proves riveting as Jimmy
Lynch, a budding artist pushed into
action to fight for his brother’s
life—and justice. Recently starring
with Sean Penn and Lori Singer in
“The Falcon and the Snowman”,
Hutton has followed his Oscar-win
ning debut in “Ordinary People”
with extraordinary performances in
films such as “Taps”, “Daniel” and
“Iceman”.

Joining Hutton in this exciting ur
ban adventure are Robert Urich,
Kim Cattrail, Robert Culp, Darren
McGavin and Peter Boyle.
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Doug McKeon is burning up—he’s
getting dangerously close to college
without hitting a “home run” with
any girl, much less Kelly Preston,
the cutest one in the class. Let’s face
it—it’s the 1950’s, and Doug would
settle for a “single”. That is, until
big city buddy (and screen newcom
er) Chris Nash arrives at school and
bets that he can help Doug hit a
grand slam.

A winning cast
The cast of “Mischief” is particu
larly hip. Doug McKeon is best
known as the “suck-face” kid in
“On Golden Pond”. Kelly Preston,
soon to be seen in the upcoming
“Secret Admirer”, played the lus
cious damsel in distress in “Metal

"Please, Marilyn—it’s been 18years!”

Boy & girl in search of a contact lens.

Storm”. Catherine Mary Stewart,
who plays Chris Nash’s girlfriend,
was a smash hit as the lead in both
“Night of the Comet” and “The
Last Starfighter”.

Major league mischief
Together, Doug, Kelly, Chris and
Catherine stir up more rowdy “mis
chief’ than little Nelsonville, Ohio
can take in one year. We’re talking
major league tomfoolery here:
motorcycles on sidewalks, cars on
fire hydrants, parents on the war
path, romance on the sly. In short,
all the things that make life worth
living before college.
The cars may have changed, but the
action in the back seat has not!

Lady Griz try to improve MW AC record on the road
By Doug Whittaker
Kalmin Sports Reporter

After a stuttering start in the
Mountain West Conference,
the Lady Griz basketball team
unleashed its potential last
weekend in collecting two vic
tories, and heads out today
looking for two more.
Weber State and Idaho
State await UM today and to
morrow, probably somewhat
anxiously, as Montana has
been playing well in its latest
victories over Portland State
(77-48) and Boise State (72 60).
Those wins put the Lady
Griz, the only Mountain West
champions in the conference's
two years of existence, back
in the running for this year's
crown with a 2-2 league re
cord.
The conference is already
shaping up as a battle be
tween Montana, Idaho and
Eastern Washington, with the
latter holding the early edge
based on its victories over the
other two at home. UM Coach
Robin Selvig, whose team
also lost to Idaho at Moscow,
said that such a situation was
not unexpected. "Idaho and
Eastern should be winning at
home. They are excellent
teams,” he said, adding “but
they’ll have to come here
too.”
Selvig would not make any
predictions about the confer
ence race, but he is optimis-

tic. “One of the good things
about this team is that we
have the potential to get bet
ter,” he said. “Idaho and
Eastern are both experienced
and probably can't improve
much. We have a lot of young
players who aren't that experi
enced but are going to keep
getting better.”
This weekend's matchups
against Weber (4-12, 1-2 in
conference) and Idaho State
(at 6-9, 0-3 in conference)
should give the Lady Griz a
chance to accumulate some
experience without a great
deal of pressure. Selvig
agrees: “On paper, we should
win. However, every confer
ence team can be tough at
home."
He added that both teams
were young and perhaps a lit
tle inconsistent, but were ca
pable of playing very well,
certainly better than their re
cords show.
Selvig is pleased with UM's
offense of late, which is aver
aging 74.8 points and hitting
47 percent from the field over
the last four games. Accord
ing to Selvig, that prowess is
due to a balanced attack that
features four starters averag
ing in double figures; when
one player is slumping or in
foul trouble, someone else
picks up the slack.
Senior forward Anita Novak
played especially well this

past weekend, and picked up
Mountain West Co-Player of
the Week for her efforts,
sharing the award with East
ern Wasington's Kathy Taylor.
Novak averaged 18 points
and 8.5 rebounds in the two
games, and was effective in
side when junior center Shar
ia Muralt, the team's leading
scorer, was on the bench with
foul trouble. Novak is averag
ing 11.8 points and 7.4 re
bounds per game while
Muralt is averaging 14.3 and
8.4 and leads the Lady Griz
defense with 16 blocked
shots.
The other two starters in
double figures are freshman
forward Dawn Silliker and
senior guard Barb Kavanagh
with 10.0 and 12.4 points re
spectively. Kavanagh, the
team’s field general, leads the
team in assists with 4.9 per
game.
Kavanagh and the other
starting guard, sophomore
Natalie Streeter, are both suf
fering from injuries that Selvig
is worried about. Kavanagh
has a stress fracture in her
leg and has not practiced this
week. Selvig said that it is a
problem that has been with
her all season and is not
likely to go away. Streeter,
who is averaging just under
eight points a game, has an
injured ankle.

Photo by Janice Zabal

LADY GRIZ freshman forward Dawn Silliker

TONIGHT—
GOOD
THRU SATURDAY
ONLY

Rock with Billings9Hottest
Rock and Top 40 Band

NASTY HABIT

With coupon get
$1.00 off any
16” PIZZA
with 2 items
or more

H

3

HOURS:
11 am-1am Sunday-Thursday
11am-2am Friday-Saturday

Domino’s Pizza DeliversSouth Ave. at Higgins
Phone: 721-7610

One Dollar Off!

All Shows 8:00 p.m.

MASS
APPEAL
By Bill C Davis

January 17,19,23, and 25

Our drivers carry
less than $20.
Limited delivery area.

Free

With this coupon get
one dollar off any 16”
PIZZA
with 2 items or more.

One coupon per pizza
GOOD THRU 1/26/85
TM

UM Presents

MASQUER
THEATRE

Domino’s Pizza Delivers South Ave. at Higgins
Phone: 721-7610

RHfl?*3*™

721-7444

FOR MORE
INFORMATION CALL
243-4581
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Bucklew optimistic about UM’s funding prospects
By Jeff McDowell
Kaimin Legislative Reporter

HELENA------ University
of
Montana President Neil Buck
lew remains optimistic about
UM’s funding prospects despi
te an apparently worsening
state budget crisis.
Gov.Ted Schwinden an
nounced Monday that his
original budget figures were
off by about $20 million.
He recommended cutting all
general-funds appropriations,
including the university system
but excluding the state school
foundation program, by two
percent and adding three
cents to the gas tax and eight
cents to the cigarette tax to
make up the difference.
General-fund appropriations
account for about 65 percent
of the university system's
budget, so the proposed
reduction would amount to
about 1.5 percent
Schwinden originally pro
posed allocating about $73.2
million to UM, including about
$56 million from the general
fund. A two percent redcuction in that amount is about
$1.1 million.
However. Bucklew. who was
in Helena Monday to attend a
Council of Presidents meeting,
said it is not to the advantage
of UM to speculate on how
the reduced budget figures
may affect any university pro
grams because **it would just
contribute to a self-fulfilling
prophecy."
"We need to devote our en
ergy to making a case for
what the system needs," he
said.
Bucklew said the need tor
full formula funding, the
Board of Regents highest leg
islative priority, is “so compel
ling” he thinks the Legislature
will find the money some way.
The regents have requested
$6.3 million from the general-

fund for the formula. A two
percent reduction would equal
about $126,000.

while a pending bill would
provide a 50 percent rate.

Bucklew was also optimistic
Bucklew said full reimburse that a bond issue will be ap
ment for indirect costs "is proved to build a proposed
also a compelling argument in $12 million UM Business Ad
itself’ because the money is ministration building despite a
put back into research.
pessimistic outlook by some
legislative leaders and despite
The system is now reim
no recommendation from
bursed at a rate of 15 per Schwinden.
cent. Schwinden has pro
A bill is pending that would
posed a 30 percent rate.

appropriate about $41 million tions presented by the Legis
in cash from the coal-tax trust lative Fiscal Analyst regarding
fund for four university system the purchase of a new main
buildings. However, such an frame computer.
appropriation
requires
a
three-fourths majority vote in
Schwinden’s budget includ
each chamber. Another bill ed no specific proposal for
has been introduced to issue the computer purchase but
bonds to pay for the UM the fiscal analyst report in
building. Hearings have yet to cludes the option of using
be scheduled for those bills.
some general-fund money as
well as special student com
Bucklew also said UM may puter fees to buy the comput
have to follow one of the op er.

UM Health Service fees may increase
By Steve Devitt
Kaimin Contributing Reporter

University of Montana stu
dents will be paying more for
the Health Service or its serv
ices will be cut. according to
Dr. Robert Curry, Health Serv
ices director.
Curry said in an interview
Wednesday that the increased
costs at the Health Service
stem directly from the cost-ofliving increases dictated by
state employment agreements
with the 35 persons employed
by the Health Service.
The health service fee was
increased $5 this fall to $35,

and Curry said that increase
was the first in several years.
He predicted that there will
have to be small annual in
creases in the health service
fee, alternative forms of rais
ing health service income, or
some services would have to
be cut.
Curry is not a proponent of
cutting services, but he said
the two most logical cuts
would be to eliminate the
dental program which ac
counts for $5 of the present
fee or to eliminate the 24hour service and infirmary as
has been done at Montana

BRUNSWICK
Gallery

State University at Bozeman.
Curry said that keeping the
facility open 24 hours a day
makes good economic sense.
"We see about 20 students
during the day here, and then
between 10 and 25 a night,"
he said "But if those students
(who come at night) had to
go to the emergency room
downtown, they would be pay

ALL STOCK 20% OFF
(ONLY WITH THIS COUPON)

Birkenstock Sandals, Frye Boots
Belts, Purses, Wallets, Everything!

’SST

COUPON

STEPHEN MORSE
Paintings & Ceramic Sculpture

WHEN YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED,
YOU MUST LISTEN.

Gallery Hours: Thur. & Fri. 4-8 pm, Sat. 1-5 pm

'AWkkedNFtaefCemeW. *><*eMkrtlMMeM. sodoesdkeasrPM
MhoeMn'ssartemc sense of humor The taocnaOon of Wtww s tat mt
J»»sn nd* is ns aOMy tow ort simutunesorty as mystery and sahra There s I
Ml a M moment ■
OewU Arisen. Newsweek

|

STAGELINE

Fri.-eun. at 7:00 A 9:15 and Mon.-Thurs. at 9:00 Only

_________ SAT, a SUN. AT 2:00 ONLY

|

BUCK
NIGHT

(Tuesday, Wednesday
and Thursday)

UN*TWt)

i LyF

Sellers & Alec Guinness

MISSOULA NORTH 549-5151
926 East Broadway
MISSOULA SOUTH 728-6960
1621 South Avenue West
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Affordable Professional
Quality Processing!
I
1

I

I

♦Separate Admissions tor each film I
515 South Higgins • 728-5748

With This Coupon—One Per Pizza
Expires 2-3-85

FREE DELIVERY

1529 South Avenue West,
Caras Plaza, Missoula
549-EASY (549-3279

'

FREE DELIVERY

SOUNDS
EASY

Mon.-Thurs. at 7:00—Peter

$1.00 Off a 16” Pizza
$2.00 off a 20” Pizza

(

1900

THE LADYKILLERS

I

9
o

COUPON

Good Through
Feb. 2. 1985

236 N. HIGGINS * Downtown • 549-0666

PIZZA COUPON

Rent 1 Move for
S3°o and get a
z VCR for *1®°
o
Q_

ing a $75 fee out of their own
pockets. ’’
Curry said that two years
ago the ASUM Student Health
Committee took a survey of
UM students, and 94 percent
of the responding students
said they would prefer to see
the health service fee increas
ed rather than a cut-back in
services.

COLOR PRINT FILM
processing
PR
OCESSING for
FOR
MH

?5es

every day
low
STUDENT
DISCOUNT
PRICE BY REQUEST

24 exposure

[the dark room

Hamburger shop owner
seeks mayor’s position
By Robert Marshall
Kaimin Reporter

Doug Dugger may just be
running a burger joint right
now, but if he has his way,
he'll be running the whole city
after Election Day.
Dugger is the owner of
"Doug Dugger's Jumbo Bur
ger” at the corner of 5th and
Russell Streets in Missoula.
Four years ago, he said in a
recent interview, he had an
urge to run for mayor of Mis
soula and ignored it. This
year he says his feelings are
too strong to ignore and he
has filed for the mayoral elec
tion to be held on Nov. 5.
Those feelings were raised
by a fight Dugger has been
waging with the city over a
sandwich board outside his
restaurant. Dugger received a
letter from the Office of Com
munity Development several
months ago telling him that
the board, advertising daily
specials, was placed too close
to the road, in violation of city
regulations.
Dugger said that he talked
to Missoula Mayor John Toole
after he received the letter
and that Toole was sympa
thetic.

The mayor, according to
Dugger, put Dugger in contact
with Christine Ford, who was
the director of the Office of
Community Development at
the time. Ford gave Dugger
some forms to fill out to re
quest a waiver of the regula
tion.
“It would have cost me $15
to fill out the forms,” Dugger
said, “and then another $150
(to get the waiver). That's
nothing more than Mafia-type
extortion and I wont pay for
it,” Dugger added.
“I consider Mayor Toole to

be a fair man and a friend,
but I can’t understand why
John (Toole) is supporting the
groups that he is.”
Duggers said that one of
the groups that Toole was
supporting was the Office of
Community Development.
“People have said that the
more people we. have in a re
gion, the more rules and
regulations we are going to
need. The way I understand
it, then when we reach the
maximum number of people
we will be living in a police
state,” Dugger said. “Did you
know that if your water heater
broke down you had to go to
them (Office of Community
Development) and get a per
mit and you would have to
use a licensed contractor to
do the work?”
Dugger said that if he is
elected he would curtail all
rules and regulations that are
not needed.
“When the people wake up
the morning after the election,
they're going to find a new
person in office,” he said.
“What I want to do is stop the
abuse of power by the ap
pointees (Office of Community
Development) of the city
council members.”
Dugger has not affiliated his
campaign with a political
party. He said that he has
been a good Democrat for a
long time but does not con
sider himself a modern Dem
ocrat.

“I consider myself a Roose
velt-Truman Democrat," Dug
ger proudly said.
When Dugger first filed for
the election, he said, be fig
ured he could garner at least
5,000 votes. Now, he claims,
that figure is about 7,500.

Senior drug use drops
(CPS)
Drug use among high
school seniors—this year's
college freshmen—declined
for the fifth consecutive year
in 1984 for all commonly-used
drugs except cocaine, the re
sults of a nationwide survey
released last week indicate.
According to the survey, 5.8
percent of the high school
seniors questioned last spring
had used cocaine in the most
recent month, up from 4.9
percent the previous year.
Among students in the north
east section of the country,
the figure jumped from 6.9 to
11 percent.
But use of all other drugs
on the survey—including LSD,
PCP, cigarettes,alcohol, mari
juana, sedatives and tranquil-

izers—was down.
The percentage of regular
marijuana smokers, for ex
ample, dropped one-half a
percentage point to five per
cent. down from the 1978
peak of 11 percent.
The continuing decline
stems from an increasingly
widespread view that drug
use is risky and unacceptable
behavior, says survey director
Lloyd Johnston of the Univer
sity of Michigan.
“In the long run, this may
be the only battle in the war
against drugs that society can
really win,” Johnston says of
the bid to change students’
attitudes toward drug use.
The attempts to control the
supply and price of drugs are
likely to fail, he says.

UNIVERSITY
CENTER
Recreation Planning Workshop
DRG for Rural Hospitals
OTC Drug Fair
Missoula's Brightest Stars
Champagne Reception
Awards Ceremony
Dance
Faculty Advisors Advance
Registration Information Session
Deputy Sheriff Exam
SAC Film? Guatemalan Slide Show
Food for Thought
Cadastral Engineers
SAC Film Series
Alumni Class Reunion Luncheon
Certification for Sprinkler
System Meeting
WRC Brown Bag Series: Sexuality
Related to Self-Esteem
Central Board Meeting
Dept, of Revenue Stress
Management Workshop
Sports Medicine Conference
Arc-National Defense
& Internation Intervention
Jazz Festival
World Wide Dream Builders
ER/COR Workshop
* «
Slide Show: "If I Should Die"
(sponsored by Campus Crusade)
Mortar Board Meeting
>
ASUM Formal Budget Lobbying
Food For Thought
SAC Film Series
SAC Film Series: Human Crisis
in Nicaragua & Honduras
ASUM Election Candidate Meeting
University Planning Council
WRC Brown Bag Series: Fat
Is A Feminist Issue
Last Lecture Series
(Sponsored by Mortar Board)
Agri-Business Banquet
UM Outdoor Program Slide Show:
"A Semester in Nepal"—
Terry Jensen
Mansfield Lecture Luncheon
Mansfield Lecture in Internation
Relations
Mansfield Lecture Reception
Ready Bank Automatic Teller
UC Bookstore
Copper Commons

Gold Oak
Hellgate Room
Rec Center
Copy Center II
Rec Annex

Men's Gym
Men's Gym
Track and LockerRooms
Grizzly Pool Fitness Swims

Recreational Swims

Ian. 25
Jan. 25
Jan. 25

8am
9am
11am

Mt. Rms.
Mt Rms.
UC Mall

Jan. 25

6:30pm
7:30pm
9:30pm

Ballroom
Ballroom
Copper Com.

3pm
8am
7pm
Noon
7:30am
Noon
Noon

Mt. Rms.
Ballroom
Lounge
Mt Rms.
Mt Rms.
Mt Rms.
Mt. Rms.

Ian.
Jan.
Ian.
Ian.
Ian.
Ian.
Jan.

28
28
29
29
29,30.31
29
29

Jan. 30

8am

Jan. 30
Jan. 30

Noon
7pm

Mt Rms.
Mt Rms.

Jan. 31
Jan. 31

8am
7pm

Mt Rms.
Mt Rms.

Jan. 31
Feb. 1
Feb. 2
Feb. 4-8 **
Feb. 4

7:30pm
10pm-12am
2pm,7pm
8am
11 am.lpm.
3 pm. 7 pm
6:30pm
6pm
Noon
Noon

Lounge
Lounge
Ballroom
Mt Rms.
Ballroom

7pm
7:30pm
2pm

Lounge
Mt Rms.
Ml Rms.

Feb. 6

Noon

Mt. Rms.

Feb. 6
Feb. 6

6:30pm
6:30pm

Lounge
Gold Oak

Feb. 7
Feb. 7

7pm
Noon

Lounge
Mt Rms.

Feb. 7
Feb. 7

7pm
8pm

Ballroom
Mt. Rms.

Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Thurs.
Friday
Sat. & Sun.
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Fri.
Sat. & Sun.
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Thurs.
Fridays
Sat.. Sun.
& Holidays
Mon.-Fri.

8am-5:30pm
7am-10pm
7am-7pm
llam-7pm
9am-lpm
llam-1:30pm
lOam-lOpm
9am-10pm
8am-4:30pm
6:30am-llpm
6:30am-9pm

Feb. 4
Feb. 5. 7
Feb. 5
Feb. 5 ■■—•
IC
Feb. 5
Feb. 5
Feb. 5

Mon.-Fri.
Mon.Wed.Fri.
Mon.Wed.Fri.
Mon.-Fri.
Mon.-Fri.
Tue. & Thur.
Sat. & Sun.
Mon.. Wed..
Fri.. Sat.
Sat. & Sun.

Mt Rms.

ML Rms.
Mt. Rms.
Mt Rms.
Mt Rms.

12pm-8pm
12pm-lpm
or by appmt.
7am-10pm
8am-9am
8:30pm-10pm
12pm-lpm
4:30-6pm
7am-9am
12pm-2pm
7pm-8:30pm
2pm-4pm

Please Call 243-4103 for Additional Information
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Prepare now for summer internships
they have no personality they
won’t get hired.”
Kaimin Contributing Reporter
Hoell stressed that work ex
Snow may still be on the
perience is necessary when
ground but Melanie Hoell, a
applying for a job. “A busi
counselor at the Center for
ness management student
Continuing Education and
with
no experience Is going to
Summer Programs, says it’s
have a hard time finding a
never too early to start pre
job," she said.
paring for a summer intern
Students who have handsship.
on work experience often
Even though companies do
have a better chance of get
not start looking for interns
ting hired, she said.
until March, Hoell suggests
For the student who has
that students come to the
had trouble getting accepted
Center for Continuing Educa
According to Hoell, the most
tion, located in Main Hall crucial part of the process of into an internship position,
Room 125, and fill out the applying for an internship Is Hoell suggests going to previ
ous employers and asking for
necessary applications.
the pre-interview interview.
one. Sometimes the employer
She said that students who
Hoell suggested that stu
succeed in finding internships dents talk to the people at will upgrade the student’s job,
are those who apply as early the place where they are in she said, adding that a cash
as possible and to as many terested in working. She said ier at Dairy Queen might be
places as possible for intern students should get to know able to do the bookkeeping
for the restaurant.
ships.
their prospective employers
Hoell said that those stu
Many students don’t know and then apply for the intern
how to apply, Hoell said, add ship. By doing that, the em dents who participate in the
ing that some don't know ployers will have an idea of internship program get the
what resumes are or what who the student is when they experience they have only
employers are looking for. look at the application and been reading about in books
at school.
Many feel they have nothing resume, she added.
“Ninety to 95 percent of the
"It’s a myth that the most students love the internship
to offer because they have
only worked at fast food qualified person gets hired." experience," said Hoell.
chains, she said.
she said. "Employers hire
Hoell says students should
Hoell helps these students, people, not paper. A person start applying for internships
find their marketable skills. A can look great on paper but if the end of their freshman

By Anne Peper

Phoenix
lectures set
By Janice Zabel
Kaimin Reporter

The Phoenix organization, a
support and advocacy group
for “non-tradltional” returning
students, will continue its lun
chtime lecture series this
quarter, said Diane Johnson,
Phoenix coordinator.

The lectures scheduled for
the upcoming weeks are:
eJan. 30—Lynda Brown, di
rector of the Equal Opportu
nity and Personnel Office, will
discuss sex discrimination.
eFeb. 6—Joyce Hocker, In
terpersonal Communication
professor, will discuss con
flicts between students and
professors.
eFeb. 13—Chris Isaacs,
home economics professor,
will present a slide show on
the early childhood develop
ment center.
eFeb. 20—Rita Flanagan,
graduate student in psychol
ogy, will discuss stress man
agement.
All discussions begin at
noon in the Gold Oak Room
except the slide show which
will be in the Montana
Rooms.
Phoenix will also be compil
ing information on scholar
ships available to returning
students and working on a
constitution and a set of by
laws this quarter.
For more Information on
Phoenix, call 243-4891.

student who worked at Mc
Donald's for several years
may think that he has no use
ful training when actually as a
cashier he has a lot of public
relations training, Hoell said.
Hoell said that contacts are
important in acquiring an in
ternship and suggested that
students talk to their profes
sors and advisors. They can
sometimes be that extra step
that gets the student in the
door, she said.

New

POKER0*”'

2—4 Dealer’s Choice
S35 In Chips w/S25 Buy-in
7pm to 7:45
(1st 5 players)

New Variations of Hold-em
S5 Free Chips W/S20
Buy-in & Student ID
(1 per person)

Old English Pub
7; to 7 Mon. -Sat. (rear entrance
after 2)

Peace potluck

year. They then have three
summers to work as Interns
before graduating, she said.
To be eligible for an intern
ship the student must have
completed 45 credits of gen
eral study. The position must
then be approved by the stu
dent’s major department. It is
there that it will be decided
whether the internship will be
for credit or pay. if it Is for
credit, the number of credit
hours will then be determined.
Hoell recommends that stu
dents take internships for
credit so future employers
can see the experience listed
on their transcripts.
The Center for Continuing
Education and Summer Pro
grams receives notices of a
variety of different internships
throughout the year. The ma
jority are in business, comput
er science, forestry, journal
ism. liberal arts and wildlife
biology.

(ONLY WITH THIS COUPON)

Birkenstock Sandals, Frye Boots
Belts, Purses, Wallets, Everything!
COUPON

COUPON

Good Through
Feb. 2, 1985

236 N. HIGGINS • Downtown • 549-0666

Open 7 Days
a Week
til Midnight
Corner S. Higgins
and E. Beckwith
721-2679

725-9916

Sign up in the Career Center for
an interview.

The dinner will kick off at
6 p.m. at the University
Congregational Church, 401
University Ave. Those who
do not wish to bring a food
item may pay $2.50 for
adults and $1 for children.
Please bring eating uten
sils.
Music will be provided,
and a slide show will be
shown.
For more nformation, call
543-4934 or 549-9408.

ALL STOCK 20% OFF

Fairway
Center

A law professor from Gonzaga
University School of Law, Spokane,
Washington, will be in the
Career Placement Center on Monday,
January 28, to talk with interested
students.

The River City Peace
Consortium is inviting the
public to a potluck dinner
Saturday evening.
The group, a recently
formed amalgamation of
local church, student and
peace groups with interests
ranging from the arms race
to Central America, invites
all to attend.

GO
GRIZ!!
BEAT
WEBER!

• FINE WINES
• FRESH PRODUCE

• SUNDRIES
• FULL GROCERY
LINE

• ALWAYS A
BEER SALE

THE

ROUND TRIP
from MISSOULA

HellgatE
ROOM

1

W
•

Free cherry cheese cake with each
purchase of a Sandwich or Entree item.
Coupon valid Jan. 17 thru Jan. 31, 1985
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*1*1* A VITT
*
▼ ILL

Atlanta ..................$301
Boston ...................... $321
Chicago .....................$198
Los Angeles ..........$178
Minneapolis ............. $198
New York ................. $258
Orlando ................... $321
Philadelphia............ $301
Phoenix.....................$158
Washington, D.C. ...$258
(Restrictions Apply)

1800 RUSSELL, 721-7844
802 MILTON, 728-0420

Japanese ambassador to lecture at UM
By Butch Larcombe
Kaimin Contributing Reporter

The Japanese ambassador
to the United States will be
this year’s speaker in the
Mansfield Lecture Series,
Charles E. Hood, dean of the
University of Montana School
of Journalism, said Wednes
day.
Yoshio Okawara will speak
Feb. 7 in the University Cen
ter Ballroom, said Hood,
chairman of the Mansfield
Lecture Committee. The topic
of Okawara's speech will be
“Issues in U.S.-Japanese Re
lations.”
The official invitation to
speak was made through the
office of Montana Sen. Max
Baucus, Hood said, adding
that Baucus will introduce the
ambassador at the lecture.
The Mansfield Lecture Se
ries was initiated in 1968 as a
way of honoring Mike Mans
field, who represented Mon
tana in the U.S. Senate.
Mansfield resigned from his
position as Senate majority
leader in 1976. President
Carter appointed Mansfield
U.S. ambassador to Japan in
1977.
Hood said that he and other
committee
members
are

pleased with Okawara's ac
ceptance. “It's a good oppor
tunity for us to maintain our
Japanese connection,” Hood
said.
The suggestion of Okawara
as a possible lecturer came
from Mansfield himself, Hood
said. Mansfield spoke to UM
President Neil Bucklew while
Bucklew was in Japan for the
Mirage Bowl, Hood said.
Bucklew then forwarded the
suggestion to the lecture
committee. Rumors of Okawa
ra's retirement added a sense
of urgency to the invitation
and resulting negotiations,
Hood said. The committee, he
said, worried that the ambas
sador would be unavailable
after leaving his position in
Washington, D.C.
Arnold Silverman, chairman
of the UM Geology Depart
ment and a member of the
lecture committee, was also
pleased by the diplomat's ac
ceptance. Silverman said that
the committee had been
searching for someone from
overseas for the lecture and
was pleased with Mansfield's
suggestion. Okawara's accept
ance of the invitation, he said,
is indicative of the respect the
Japanese have for Mansfield.

THE FIFTH ANNUAL
UM JAZZ FESTIVAL

mats, more than the embas
sies of West Germany, Britain
or the Soviet Union.
Past Mansfield lectures have
featured Sen. Edward Kenne
dy, Milton Friedman, Daniel
Ellsberg, Barbara Tuckman
Okawara Is credited with and former Secretary of State
reducing tensions that have Edmund Muskie. Recent lec
arisen between the United ture topics have Included the
States and Japan over the nuclear freeze and U.S. policy
$33 billion U.S. trade deficit. in El Salvador.
He was instrumental in negoti
The lecture series is funded
ating an April 1984 pact that
allowed the United States to by the Maureen and Mike
greatly increase its beef ex Mansfield Endowment, which
is managed by the UM Foun
ports to Japan.
dation. Mansfield lecturers re
The Japanese embassy in ceive $2,000 and expenses.
The lecture will begin at 7:
Washington, D.C., supervised
by Okawara, has 84 diplo 15 p.m. and is free.

Okawara became Japan’s
ambassador to the United
States in April 1980. He has
16 years experience in U.S.
affairs, first serving in Wash
ington, D.C. in 1962.

U.M. RUGBY
Winter Practices
Men’s Gym
Sundays
Jan. 27-8-10 p.m.

Feb. 3-6-8 p.m.

New Players
Welcome
Call 728-2062

ASUM and Uwenbsta
presents
How much love, sex, fun and
friendship can a person take?
The story of eight old friends searching for something they lost,
and finding that all they needed was each other.

FEATURING

______ ALLEN

V I Z ZBT T I

•

K

C

TERRY
WITH THE UM JAZZ BAND
Under the direction of Lance Boyd

February I & 2, 1985
7pm University Theatre
University of Montana
Allen Vizzutti will perform Friday Night
Clark Terry will perform Saturday Night
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE UNIVERSITY CENTER
BOX OFFICE AND AT THE DOOR
High .School StodentsUM Students—
General Public—

$3 50 Slagle Admission
S3 50 Slagle Admission
$7.50 Single Admission

$ 6.00 Both Nights
$10.00 Both Nights
$14.00 both Nights

For more information
phone 243-4999•

THE

Jk

BIGCHILL
In a cold world you need your friends
to keep you warm.

Thursday and Friday, January 24, 25
8:30 p.m., Underground Lecture Hall
Admission: $1/Students, $2/General
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Classifieds
lost or found
LOST: Pair ot peach-colored glasses in a rad glass
case Caff 1649_______________________ 594

LOST Intro to Symbolic Logic m ULH Cail
243-1926_____________________________ 53-4

FOUND* Set of keys by Underground Lecture Hail
Identify al Kaimin. 243-6541.
53-4
LOST: While wool beret enroute to campus via
Maurice Ave. and Registrars Sentimental value
Can 549-9716 ________________________ 53-4
FOUND: Pair ot glasses outside Forestry and bet
ween Men’s Gym. 721-5694
52-4

SET OF KEYS found m CP 109 Call 4507

personals

52-4

legal
WILLIE NELSON, Ray Charles, Big Country,
Alabama. Quiet Riot, Champaign, Culture
Club, Band Aid, Julian Lennon — This week
on Rockworld, Friday noon. UC Mall. 52-2

help wanted
ALPINE SKI RACE, UM team needs gate keepers
Free day pat, lunch Snowbowl, Jan. 25. 26.
CallSuetorinto 549-1596_____________ 52-2

PART-TIME salespeople needed, retail and finan
cial sales. Great potential. Strout. 721-6119,10
to 12 a.m.
52-3

_______________

SUSIE. how about some hot fudge Sunday Meet
me el Snowbowl—Biff.
53-1

EARN $1000 00’s in spare-time Send $1 and selfaddressed. stamped envelope to: E 8 D Consohdated Enterprises. P.O. Box 5373, Missoula.
MT 59801_____________________________ 52-2

COME UP FOR AIR SNOWBOWL_______ 53-1
YELL UKE HELL contest coming soon See data*
in the Kaimin next week
53-1
2ND PLACE « just as yummy. 10 free pizzas tor
your tummy.
53-1

YELL LIKE HELL*1 for a free pizz a party at the
Pizza Hut
53-1

GET YOUR TEAM together to chant and cheer
15 free pizzas are 1st prize tow year
53-1
FEB. 1 is the day. See the Lady Gnz game and
have your say. Yea like he#, chant or cheer, your
team can win a party here.
53-1

THE KYI-YO INOIAN CLUB sponsors Indian Taco
Feed at Native American today from 11:00 to
100 Asking $1.00 donation
53-1
HELP US BUILD a shrine to Michael. Join the Mon
tana Michael Jackson Fan Club. CaH Lynn Trent.
3645 or Lisa Guenther 3568____________ 53-1

GOLDSMITH S Premium Ice Cream January
White Sale stiff in progress Take advantage of
us! Get the REAL SCOOP (of homemade ice
cream) al Goldsmith's, across the Van Buren
footbridge on the river. Open eleven-eleven
every day.
53-4
WHY NOT include a jacuzzi at your next party?
Rent a portable spa Call Bitterroot Spas.
721-5300.
________53,1
HOT COCOA didn’t work — How about
cookies? Rockworld’s Cookie Party this Fri
day — Noon — UC Malt
52-2

SKI LOLO PASS $3.00 Sat. Sun.. 915. UrwsrsSyArthur 7296198, 721-4193.____________ 52-2
COME ON LADIES' Become a part of the Greek
system, join a sorority!
51-3

WANT TO JOIN a sorority? Come to Knowles Haff
lobby Sun.. Jan. 27 al 2:30 p.m. to register
($3.00). Rush parties writ be from 3 to 5. 51-3

WIN $25! Entries now being accepted to name
theme for 1985 Homecoming. October 11 and
12. Themes should relate to dedication of Per
forming Arts/Radio-TV Center. Subma entries by
February 1st to Alumni Office. CaH 243-5211 tor
detads'________________________________ 50-4
WE’RE ON YOUR SIDE! Stop paying big bucks
Any spacwf anywhere etee we*l honor We were
started for the University crowd and you can bet
we’ll be true to you. Dump those out-of-state
franchises. We're Montana based and going
strong. LITTLE BIG MEN
_____ 43-14

□Weekend

AO IT A0 DG KAT KKG — which one's for you?
Women interested in a sorority come to Knowles
Hall lobby Sun., Jan. 27 at 2:30 p.m to register
($3.00). Rush parlies will be from 3 to 5. 51-3

I

Friday
•Over-the-Counter Drug Information Fair, 11
a.m. -4 p.m.. UC Mall. Featuring displays on
non-prescription drugs and free blood pres
sure testing by UM pharmacy students
•Senior Voice Recital by Kathy Gertaon, 8
p.m.. Music Recital Hall.
•Film: "The Big Chill," 8 30 p.m.. Under
ground Lecture Hall. $1 students. $2 general.
•Narnia Coffeehouse. 9 p.m., at The Ark,
538 University Ave. Music, entertainment, re
freshments.
•Alcoholics Anonymous meeting. 12 noon,
basement of The Ark. 538 University Ave.
Saturday
•"Agnes of God," a dramatic comedy, 8
p.m., Masquer Theater. $5 admission.
•Potluck dinner; River City Peace Consor
tium. 6 p.m.. University Congregational
Church, 401 University Ave. Live music, slide
show (optional). For those who wish not to
prepare a food Item, there will be a charge
of $2.50 for adults and $1 for children.
Sunday
•Second Wind Reading Series: fiction by
Barry Kitterman and Bryan Di Salvatore. 7
p.m.. Third Street Studio, 204 8.3rd St. W.

Monday
•Missoula Symphony Orchestra, Thomas
Elefant, conductor, Nobuko Imai, guest violin
ist; 7:30 p.m., Wilma Theater. N. Higgins.
•Gonzaga Law School will be interviewing
graduating seniors from 1 -4:15 p.m. Sign up
at placement counter In Room 148. The
Lodge.
•Workshop on interviewing techniques, by
UM Career Services, 12 -1 p.m., LA 233.

WANTED: A lew good students tor UM Advocates.
Applications an wfebto at the Alumni Center. Due
January 31. 5 p.m.
51-3

AIRLINES HIRING, $14^9,000* Stewardesses.
Reservebontets! Worldwide! Call tor Guide.
Directory. Nmtobar 1-{916) 944 4444 x MON
TANA AIR.
42-47.

services

________________

SUPPOm UM SKI TEAM to toe races —
SNOWBOWL and LOLO
53-1

WORD PROCESSING: You type $7 59hr We type
$1 00/page Hour-Comp, 549-2233.
53-4

PROFESSIONAL IBM TYPING. CONVENIENT,
543-7010.
50-16
THESIS TYPING SERVICE 549 7958
42 ^5
TYPING AND PROOFREADING. Call Liz at
549-7613.
496

SHAMROCK SECRETARIAL SERVICES
We specialize in student typing.
_____ 251-3626
251-3904
46-31

PROFESSIONAL •dtongftyping: APA, Campbel,
Turabtan, Bluebook. etc. Lynn, 5498074 42-36

transportation

____________

NEED RIDE to Bozeman tor weekends Jan. 25-26
and/or Feb. 2-3 Cai Susan. 243-3703
52-4

for sale
MOVING, must sei table, couch, shelves, desk
549-2155. ask for Dean.
53-2
KIMBALL Console Piano Good conOon. $900 00
or beat ottor 5436134.________________ 53-1

wanted to rent______________

pets

PRIVATE ROOM, share kitchen, bath, laundry, %
block from campus. $110/mo., includes utilities
721-7164.
53-2

TO GIVE AWM: Four male Husky Shepard puppws Call 728-3836
534

_____________________

m isce I la neous_____________
See the INTERCOLLEGIATE SKI RACES FRIDAY
and SATURDAY at SNOWBOWL.
53-1

roommates needed
TO SHARE NICE HOUSE. $143ftno. CaH 7298879
or 549-9957.
53-3

FEMALE NONSMOKER wants same to share
apartment. Soutocido. $125.00, no uMNtee
549 5866 evenings or mornings before 730 a.m.
_________________________________________ 536
NONSMOKING ROOMMATE needed to share
2 bdrm apt. 1 block from U $125/mo. CaH Jeff,
728-5185.
536

NON-SMOKING female, 9bdrm.. $115 plus dep.
549-5674.
51-3

WANTED: Copies of Campbell’s Humankind
Emerging, 3rd ed. Caff 243-2693. Needed immediately.
51-3

wall-bouncing_______________
MATTHEW WILDER Is “bouncing off the wall”
end Quiet Riot to ready to “party all night
long*’ on Rockworld, Friday at noon in UC
Met!
52-2

ROOMMATE NEEDED — Nice 2-bdrm. apt close
to Univ $180 00 ♦ W uML 5496208
596

world hunger_______________

ROOMMATE NEEDED to share 2-bdrm house.
$l25/mth plus W uta CaB Gary. 721-7100.
594

BAND AID asks, "Do they know it's
Christmas?” at Rockworld's Cookie Party,
Friday noon, UC Mafl.
52-2

PIONEER amp receiver, dual turntable, ampex
cassette deck. Spaakeriab apaskeri, cabinet
$500.00. 721-2885. evenings
51-3
LADY’S 7 ftoichto ski boots, good cond., $25.
728-4562
496

TRUCK STOP

automotive
i960 DQOGE Comet SOO Convertfoto, new top,
tires, engine, paint. much more. $1,500.00
542-2349
51-6

typing____________
THESIS TYPING SERVICE. 549-7958

53-2

TY PlNG/WORD processing Wang computer tetter
printer. Fast accurate, reasonable Kaye
Compotype. 728-5319.53-1

SKIER’S
SPECIAL

for rent
ROOMS FOR RENT, S90-S120. Come by 1011
Gemfcl. Uft No. 1. eeenwge
52-6

E.O.M SPECIALS

BREAKFAST SPECIAL—$1.99
Served 6:00 a.m. -11:00 a.m.

*

$4.25/750
Sutter Home Wt. Zinfandel $4.55/750
Rodet Burgundy Red/Wt.... $4.40/750
Alamaden Mountain Wines $3.80/1.5

Worden Jo. Riesling..

★ Hot - Cold Sandwiches
★ Pop, Chips and Snacks
★ Weekly Beer Specials

Low-priced Premium Wines
Wente Bros.
Dore’
Phelps
Mondavi

549-2127

FREDDY’S
FEED AND MAD

1-90 and
RESERVE STREET

Torres
Monmousseau
Rodet
Kenwood
1221 HELEN

On the way to Snowbowl

FREE

FREE

Lifetime
Membership Offer

VITO'S
A Great Mexican
Restaurant!
130 E. BROADWAY

(Monday through ????)

O
Q.

Purchase a lifetime membership
for only $10.99 and get

O
o

FREE Rental of
VCR & 2 Movies

One free 10-oz. draft beer or one 8-oz glass
of wine and $1.00 off any Mexican Combination Dinner

Special:
64-OZ. PITCHERS OF DRAFT BEER
ONLY $1.95
Coupon expires 1-27-85

FREE................. FREE
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SOUNDS EASY
1529 South Ave. West, Caras Plaza, Missoula
SOUNDS EASY.

549-EASY (549-3279)

Information revealed
on death camp doctor
NEW YORK (AP) — Re
cently declassified documents
indicate that Josef Mengele,
chief physician at the Nazis'
Auschwitz death camp, may
have been arrested and freed
in Austria in 1947 and may
have applied for a Canadian
visa 15 years later, a Jewish
group says.
Rabbi Marvin Hier, dean of
the Simon Wiesenthal Center,
a Los Angeles-based center
for Holocaust studies, said
Wednesday the two docu
ments were obtained two
months ago under the Free
dom of Information Act. He
said the center plans to sue
for access to four other docu
ments withheld by the Army
on the grounds of national se
curity.
Mengele, a physician and
former major in the Nazi
secret police, is wanted by
the West German government
on murder charges. Among
his alleged crimes were ex
periments on twins and the
gassing and cremation of

prisoners at the Auschwitz
camp, where an estimated 4
million Jews and others were
killed.
He would be 73 If still alive.
Mengele was reportedly last
seen in Paraguay in the
1970s.

The Student Travel Club presents . . .

SPRING BREAK IN
MAZATLAN, MEXICO

The document concerning
the alleged arrest of Mengele
was written by former Army
intelligence officer Ben J.M.
Gorby to the commanding of
ficer of the 430th Counter In
telligence Corps unit in
Vienna, Hier said.
In the letter, dated April 26,
1947, Gorby said his office
was told by an informant that
Mengele had been arrested in
Vienna, Hier said. However,
he said his group had no
other information to prove
Gorby's statement.
Attempts to locate and in
terview Gorby have proved fu
tile, Hier said, adding the U.S.
government has refused to
tell them if Gorby is still alive
or give them his last address.

‘F0" °"LY' ’’

$509.00

MARCH 16- 23
★ Space is limited, so book early!

MontPIRG
Continued from page 1.
“We think students have the
right to directly form and or
ganize a democratic group,”
Fosbender said.
“They
(supporters
of
Thomas' bill) are belittling the
students* rights.”
MontPIRG intends to take
the petition to both the Legis
lature and the Board of Re
gents. MontPIRG has been
notified that it will be on the

Board of Regents' March
agenda, Fosbender said. Also,
it will take the petition to the
Legislature some time in Feb
ruary.
“Right now the bill is in the
House,” Fosbender said. “But
It has to be in the Senate by
Feb. 20 because that's the
date for transmittal (to the
Senate) or the bill will be
dead.”

$200.00 deposit
□ due Feb. 10

j8 DAYS
" - and
7 NIGHTS
Flight from Great Falls
to Mazatlan and
return. Special flight
from Missoula and
return to Missoula
for $15.00 extra

Balance due Feb. 24

Trip information forms
available at the
ASUM offices or contact

Mike Felzer at
243-3471 or

Toll Free 1-800-452-0700

• 7 nights in Mazatlan’s most luxurious resort

£>

EL CID RESORT
Grant Johannesen,
Pianist
Tuesday, January 29, 1985
8PM University Theatre
$10.00/$8.50/57.00 General Public
$6.00 Students and Sr. Citizens
Tickets available at the
UC Bookstore Boxoffice
or call 243-4999.

Mazatlan, Mexico
Mexico's Utr^est Resort...MtOrtlcm's Fittest.

“The Fort Lauderdale of Mexico”

• 17,000 college students a week in Mazatlan
• Average March temperature 80 degrees
FOR MORE INFORMATION . . .
LOOK FOR GREEN POSTERS ON CAMPUS
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Let’s Go
Day or night
We’ll treat you right!
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